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PREFACE

This book is about teaching medieval history. The purpose of this book is to demonstrate how incorporating formal educational research and pedagogy into the undergraduate medieval history classroom can benefit the educational experiences of both instructors and students. It is our hope that medieval history instructors, most of whom have not had formal training in pedagogical theory and instructional strategies, will be convinced of the benefits of incorporating some of the ideas in this book into their own classrooms. Utilizing these educational best practices does not require instructors to gain mastery of an entirely different discipline or delay their research schedule in any significant way. It likely only requires a shift in instructional perspective towards intentionality. In the world of education research, intentionality means a continuous evaluation of what you are teaching and how your students are responding to it. Not only that, but intentional teaching necessitates deliberate and purposeful action in every phase of the teaching process from course design to small group discussion protocols, all geared toward specific outcomes you intend for your students to reach.

In many ways, this intentionality mirrors the process many of us use in the development of a research project. There are many occasions where a well-written section of a paper must be abandoned for the overall success of the project. Manuscripts and sources are not chosen at random as the evidence-base for a presentation at a conference, they are carefully selected for the anticipated audience. A book project cannot cover all topics associated with its subject matter, the scope must be carefully crafted and articulated in order for its arguments to reach a cogent conclusion. The same is true for teaching the Middle Ages. A well-liked lecture that is not cohesive with the rest of the course content should be left on the sideline as it is likely to confuse students who have thrown themselves into the medieval past for the first time. Source material and readings should not be selected only because of their importance in the medieval studies historiographic timeline, but also according to their accessibility and interpretability to novice medievalists, and their utility in helping students reach specific learning outcomes. There is no reasonable way a semester-long course can cover a millennium of medieval history, much less do so during a unit in a (History of) Western Civilizations course, making intentional course design essential in order for students to come away from your course with the desired interpretation of medieval people, systems, and institutions. More practically, intentional design allows the instructor to reduce preparation time, avoid common instances of student confusion, and ultimately result in better student work products.

Importantly, however, intentional teaching does not mean inflexible or unchangeable teaching. On the contrary, a clearly articulated theoretical framework, well-explained content, and relevant student learning outcomes allows a course to be more flexible and adaptable to the needs of its students in situ. That is, a course becomes a discrete system with transparent boundaries, rules, and expectations that are communicated and agreed upon by instructors and students from the start. For many of us, developing such systems should seem imminently medieval amongst the various artes, their
associated manuals (praedicandi, dictandi, memoriae, etc.), and a scholastic method that prized well-structured lectiones, meditationes, quaestiones, and disputationes. Scholarship has never argued such systems restricted the ability of medieval writers to express themselves, nor should medieval history instructors think that an intentionally designed course restricts their ability to craft a unique course. Below, readers will find readily adaptable, practical, and engaging teaching strategies designed for the undergraduate medieval history classroom.

However, it is equally important for the intentional instructor to understand the educational context from which their student audience enters the classroom. This is often difficult for collegiate history instructors, most of whom have little experience in or knowledge of the world of the Kindergarten/Nursery to Grade/Year 12 educational system (hereafter “K–12”) that provides them their undergraduate students. In a collegiate setting, this is also a difficult task in course environments that are not conducive to relationship building between instructor and student, such as a large, two-hundred-student course cohort (or section) staffed with Teaching Assistants or an asynchronous online course section. What is known, though, is that undergraduate history instructors receive freshly minted high school graduates whose most common experience in history classrooms was having to tackle by rote a mountain of state-mandated content standards to pass a state-mandated social studies multiple-choice assessment in order to fulfill a minimum standard for their high school diploma. To put this in context of other tested subjects, in the authors’ home state of Texas, the only state-mandated history assessment required for high school graduation is US History since 1877 (three social studies credits are required to graduate). There are thirty content areas and 109 named content standards required for this course (and 275 effective standards), significantly higher than, say, Biology, which has twelve content areas and fifty-one named content standards. The “success” of a school, according to state education agencies, is attached to students’ performance on state-mandated assessments aligned to these standards, resulting in a curricular focus that ensures students have an opportunity to master this laundry list of factoids and can fill in their answer bubbles. The only assessment that can cover such a swath of content in a reasonable timeframe is little more than a trivia test about historical topics that does not accurately or adequately represent the academic and professional discipline of history.

This is the history experience most students have that then enter into your undergraduate classrooms. Most have not written a history essay longer than a page or two, they have not done a research project, and their instructors’ experience was typically that obtained through a bachelor’s program. Students who have done some writing have primarily done so through the lens of literary interpretation, not historical investigation. Your average undergraduate student has no awareness or point of context for history as an academic discipline or professional field of research, much less medieval history beyond a general awareness of medievalisms through popular media. This is because most states, like Texas, only require students to be formally assessed in US History, and the only chance most students have to be exposed to medieval history during high school is in a unit during their World History class, which itself is often optional in state graduation requirements. Philosophical arguments about the importance of history aside, it
is thus unreasonable to expect students to be able to effectively navigate the traditional types of assessments seen in an undergraduate classroom because they have no prior educational experience doing so (for example, a time-constrained hand-written exam/essay, a prescriptive research project, essay with citations, written source reviews). That is, we cannot expect students to demonstrate competency in a set of historical skills they were never taught. Likewise, we cannot expect them to develop said historical skills in their undergraduate careers if we do not teach them. Or rather, if history as a discipline continues to argue there is a practical utility to the historian's toolbox beyond the history classroom, history instructors are best positioned to guide students in the appropriate acquisition and application of those tools.

Many undergraduate courses are guilty of the same content deluge as their K–12 counterparts, as our investigation of medieval history syllabi below describes. Think of one of your medieval history courses. One of your likely expectations is that students are able to communicate with some degree of nuance and complexity about goings-on in medieval society through the interpretation of texts. Reflect on how much time in a given “lower division” course (that is, one aimed at students in the first two years of undergraduate study) you spend explicitly teaching the historical skills needed to effectively accomplish that goal. Have you ensured your assessments actually measure the outcome you intended? Do you explicitly address the components of a good historical essay? How do you communicate this information to students? What examples do you provide them? Do you provide opportunities to practice low-stakes writing in order for students to get direct feedback before the high stakes essay or exam? Do you provide a rubric that explains what the expectations of the essay are prior to its submission? Do you teach students how to read a source, rather than simply assigning sources to read? Or discuss how to navigate a research platform like JSTOR?

To us, the primary decision medieval historians must make is whether or not their goal for a course is to be a content delivery system where students are mostly learning stuff about the Middle Ages, or if content can be used as a vehicle to impart some of the unique skill set of the medieval historian that will benefit them after final grades are submitted for your course. If the former, an instructor may as well send copies of their lecture notes to students on the first day of class and have a multiple-choice exam at the end of the semester. The “sage on a stage” style of lecture from Leopold von Ranke’s nineteenth century classroom does not meet the needs of students in the twenty-first century. Just as historiographic trends change over time, teaching is a dynamic practice, and we should therefore change our practices in the classroom to fit current understanding about learning processes just as we adapt our research practices in recognition of new knowledge or interpretive frameworks.

Additionally, in an increasingly business-minded institutional setting, history department budgets are often determined by figures like enrollment, majors, and graduates. As a result of declining enrollment over the past twenty years, many history departments have stacked their faculty with courses to align with these budgetary restrictions, especially junior and adjunct faculty who may teach five or more courses in a given semester. Many history departments often have only one medievalist, whereas the commonly required US History survey provides some guaranteed job security and enrollment for
our Americanist colleagues. In more than a small way, the most important audience medieval historians engage with is their students. If a class does not meet minimum enrollment numbers it gets cancelled. Poor course reviews may affect non-tenured faculty’s ability to receive tenure. Getting students invested in the Middle Ages ensures the next generation of scholars starts off on the right foot and secures those all important dissertation committee chair positions. Our field of medieval history depends on students, and so this book was written with the intention of making students’ educational experience with medieval history, even a brief one, a valuable learning experience.

Chapter 1 begins by contextualizing what we see as critical discussion points in medieval studies in our current twenty-first century context. In recent years, medieval studies has had to engage in critical conversations about diversity and inclusivity, the potential “globalization” of the field, declining enrollment, an increasingly constricted job market, and the role of medievalists as moderators of these conversations. In our survey of undergraduate medieval history courses, it became apparent that while instructors oftentimes state learning objectives and define criteria for assessments or activities, they were often included as compliance artifacts rather than utilized as intentional course design elements that can provide alignment between skills, content, and assessments that allow an instructor to create a more cohesive course structure that results both in better outcomes for students and increased positive student affect towards the course. Activities should not be restricted to undifferentiated benchmark assessments with vaguely defined skill sets found at the top of syllabi. Thus we suggest that the basic educational theory and pedagogy surrounding project-based learning (PBL), is an effective framework to facilitate authentic educational experiences for undergraduate students to interact with major discussions in medieval studies and engage in the professional field of history at a level appropriate with their experiences.

Chapter 2 begins with a review of the historical roots of project-based learning, continues with an outline of the PBL process, and establishes the importance of cultivating a collaborative, supportive classroom culture. We explore the need for change in the undergraduate classroom and contend that, while undergraduate instructors appreciate the need, many are not prepared to make the changes necessary to develop courses that are more enticing and impactful for students. We assert that one of the goals of undergraduate courses is to introduce students to a professional field of study, and thus the activities in those courses should reflect the real work of the field and help students navigate its foundational components while respecting the unique socio-cultural lens each student is bringing with them. In other words, teach students about medieval history by doing medieval history. We propose PBL as a solution to these dilemmas. We introduce seven essential components of PBL, synthesized from existing research in a variety of settings and adjusted specifically to meet the needs of undergraduate historical investigation, which act as the critical framework for a successful intentionally designed course.

Chapter 3 discusses why PBL is a particularly attractive instructional approach for historical studies through the extant evidence that shows the qualitative and quantitative outcomes for students who have participated in effectively-designed PBL classrooms. In particular, we argue that when intentionally guided by an expert instructor,
PBL provides practical experiences that allow students to develop effective skills for their historian's "toolbox." That is, the "authenticity" that is integral to the effective implementation of PBL stems from collaborative practice that will allow students to walk away from a medieval history course not only with an understanding of the medieval past, but also an appreciation of what a medieval historian does and how the skills honed during a historical investigation are applicable in a variety of professional settings beyond the college classroom. The chapter emphasizes intentional planning, and explains the process in detail, from conceptualization and ideation to the design and creation of the rubrics that guide student learning throughout the PBL cycle.

Chapter 4 describes the discrete components of a project cycle in the context of an undergraduate medieval history classroom. The nonlinear nature of instruction in the PBL process makes its implementation complex, requiring the orchestration of multiple components simultaneously. Because each component has a specific role to play both in the students' successful completion of a project, as well as in acquisition and utilization of the skills and knowledge needed to complete the project, we describe effective ways to organize coursework, beginning with introducing the project to students with an engaging preliminary event. We introduce a variety of PBL tools and artifacts that can be immediately adapted into any reader's undergraduate classroom, along with design elements such as discussion protocols and formative assessments that offer students scaffolded opportunities to engage in the real work of a medieval historian in their daily classroom experience.

Chapter 5 continues by contending that part of any medieval history courses in the 2020s and beyond must assist students in navigating virtual and digital spaces where they will encounter information about the Middle Ages. It would not be an overstatement to suggest that the bulk of medieval history research now occurs in some type of digital modality from conception to publication. Therefore it is critical for medieval history instructors to provide guidance to their students on how to identify, navigate, and use the various systems that are critical to any investigation of the medieval past. These systems comprise new literacies that we have learned to adapt and utilize to the great benefit of medieval scholarship. Though often with a different content focus, undergraduate students are digital natives of these new literacies, and it is a critical instructional strategy for instructors to recognize that the digital diaspora provides an effective, engaging landscape from which to engage students in medieval inquiry beyond text on a page in narrative format. Engaging students in the current work of medieval historians necessarily means engaging them in activities beyond source reviews, narrative construction, and content regurgitation. If the goals of medieval history include communicating ideas and findings to audiences, then doing medieval history includes coding, web development, social media, image processing, and other digital spaces that act in conjunction with traditional research and writing systems.

Chapter 6 offers classroom artifacts for exemplar projects that can be adapted to a medieval history course as the reader sees fit. Several projects are summarized at three different time scales to fit undergraduate history courses that may have a medieval component. The first is a semester-long project most appropriate for a standard medieval survey course such as "The Middle Ages, 500–1500 CE." This project offers a guiding
structure throughout the semester that engages students in their own interests in the Middle Ages while providing the instructor much greater flexibility in addressing the core content of the medieval period. The second project type is intended to be a discrete unit within a course. A course could be designed using a series of these shorter projects to better define the content areas covered in the course, or by using a single project as a culminating event that allows students to demonstrate the historical skills learned during the course. The third project-type is a short-term project with a limited scope. This limited outcome project is intended to teach specific historical skills or address common misconceptions related to medievalisms, and may be used in conjunction with the unit project or other limited outcome projects.

Lastly, readers will fund supporting documentation in the Appendices that offers a crosswalk of commonly used historical competency standards, provides additional exemplar documents for classroom instruction, and presents the raw data and methodology for our survey of medieval undergraduate history courses. It is our hope that this interdisciplinary work will show medieval history instructors that there are benefits to incorporating some of the best practices and strategies touted by their colleagues in colleges of education, as well as demonstrate that there are ripe research opportunities to continue to develop effective instructional practices for the medieval-history classroom and their impact on undergraduate student learning outcomes. A good medieval historian should also be a good teacher, and it is our hope this book will help readers, at least in some small way, accomplish that.
Chapter 1

CHANGING PERCEPTIONS IN TEACHING MEDIEVAL HISTORY

IN THIS CHAPTER we

- Examine the occurrence of medieval coursework in higher education.
- Consider reasons for transforming course expectations.
- Analyze development of course outcomes.
- Explore rationale for changing assessment practices.
- Review the historical foundations of project-based learning.

Current Perceptions of Medieval Studies

Collegiate instructors at every level have observed developments in educational scholarship that propose intriguing, fascinating, and (dare we say it?) innovative ideas for restructuring the traditional classroom experience.¹ Many of these ideas have proven effective in a research setting with externally funded tools and dedicated support staff; in settings where students are opting-in to activities outside of their credit-bearing classes; or as a siloed instructional plan that engages students with a particular text in a new way. However, it is more uncommon to find a methodology or curricular framework that can be practically, meaningfully implemented into day-to-day teaching. Whether due to the requisite faculty research burden, the sisyphian struggle to conquer administrative tasks, or simply lack of experience, many collegiate history instructors have a difficult time implementing new teaching strategies into their courses, even those strategies that already have a track record of success in a school setting.² The project-based strategies presented here will provide evidence-based, sensible ideas that the authors hope our colleagues will consider adapting to their own medieval history classrooms.

The underlying contextual basis for these strategies and ideas is understanding undergraduate students’ perception of the field of medieval studies and their prior experience with it. For an overwhelmingly majority of students, an undergraduate medieval survey may be their only exposure to the Middle Ages in their collegiate careers, even if they attend a four-year institution. For students at a two-year institution, often the only option in the course catalogue is the first half of a Western Civilizations course

sequence. In the state of Texas, for example, there are 142 regionally accredited institutions that offer history courses. Seventy-one of those are community colleges. Between the 2015–2016 and 2019–2020 academic years, only one community college listed a course with significant medieval history content, not including those with Western Civilizations.\(^3\) Twenty-one institutions did not even offer Western Civilizations. As of the 2017–2018 school year, Texas community colleges enrolled 1,055,021 students, as compared to 1,117,044 students enrolled in four-year institutions in the same time frame.\(^4\) That is, just under half of all college students in Texas will likely only have a single unit during one semester to learn about the Middle Ages. Even then, there is no guarantee the instructors have been formally trained as medievalists. Nationally, student enrollment may indicate a similar concern, as there were 8,885,098 community college students and 13,264,308 undergraduate students in four-year institutions during the 2017–2018 school year.\(^5\) If we consider the number of students transferring from two-year to four-year institutions, the numbers look even more dire.

New undergraduates in the United States are unlikely to have had much exposure during their secondary (high school) years, either. Twenty states do not leave students in publicly-funded schools any opportunity to engage meaningfully with medieval history if they graduate with the required minimum social studies coursework.\(^6\) In twenty-two states, students’ primary opportunity to receive medieval content is during a required world history course. Such trends apply to advanced courses, too. Beginning with the 2018–2019 school year, College Board removed the pre-modern curriculum for their Advanced Placement (AP) European and World History courses, meaning students enrolled in this advanced coursework will only engage in content from 1450 CE to the present.\(^7\) Thankfully, some adjustments have been made to this chronology. Stu-

\(^3\) The authors have compiled this data from publicly available course catalogues.


\(^7\) AP European History: Course and Exam Description—Fall 2019 (New York: College Board, 2019), 7; Alia Wong, “The Controversy Over Just How Much History AP World History Should Cover,” The Atlantic, June 13, 2018, https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2018/06/ap-world-history-controversy/562778/. College Board describes itself as “a mission-driven not-for-profit organization that connects students to college success and opportunity. Founded in 1900, College Board was created to expand access to higher education. Today, the membership association is made up of over 6,000 of the world’s leading educational institutions and is dedicated to promoting excellence and equity in education. Each year, College Board helps more than seven million students prepare for a successful transition to college through programs and services in college readiness.
students enrolled in AP World History for the 2019–2020 school year covered content from 1200 CE to the present, and College Board has committed itself to developing an AP World History: Ancient course and exam provided there is enough interest. Whatever the result, students will still receive minimal medieval content in a World History course and the European history course still starts at 1450. Moreover, the 100,655 students who took the AP European history exam in May 2019 comprise less than 1 percent of enrolled high school students in the United States, and less than 3 percent each of the eleventh or twelfth graders most likely to take the test. In even starker comparison, the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme, while offering a number of opportunities for medieval history content, is statistically insignificant at this scale, where there are fewer than 11,000 candidates in all of North and South America.

All this is not to suggest there should be a ubiquitous inclusion of the Middle Ages in courses of study at the secondary or collegiate level, only to illustrate that the average experience with the Middle Ages of a student entering college in the United States is minimal, at best. This demonstrates, too, that any time spent with students in the medieval world is precious, indeed. Students that likely have very little knowledge of the Middle Ages during their secondary education are equally unlikely to gain much more exposure to it during their collegiate tenure. That is, even for students whose futures include graduate education in medieval history, they are more likely than not entering their undergraduate journey with little explicit instruction on medieval history. It is thus critical for the public perception of the Middle Ages by future members of the general public (in other words, college students) that their minimal exposure to medieval history through a survey course is handled deftly and carefully to ensure instructors are utilizing effective teaching strategies and resources that allow a course to communicate the essential characteristics of the medieval world to a student likely learning about it for the first time. Equally important for the future of medieval historical studies is that students who are predisposed to pursue it as a career are captured through course

and college success—including the SAT, the Advanced Placement Program, and BigFuture. The organization also serves the education community through research and advocacy on behalf of students, educators, and schools.


experiences which mirror professional experiences (a hallmark of project-based learning) that make the field an attractive academic field to medieval historians.

A common hurdle will be addressing medieval preconceptions students have acquired through popular media while avoiding reducing an entire survey course to addressing various iterations of "Darke Age" and medievalisms. This is not a new problem for medieval historians. Charles Homer Haskins addressed this issue nearly a century ago, contending that, "Both continuity and change are characteristic of the Middle Ages," but "This conception runs counter to ideas widely prevalent not only among the unlearned but among many who ought to know better. To these the Middle Ages are synonymous with all that is uniform, static, and unprogressive. 'Mediaeval' is applied to anything outgrown." That is, if college instructors are to show students the dynamism and diversity of the medieval world, we must meet them where they are, both intellectually and culturally, and more scholarship from medieval historians is needed that reflects such effort. Journals such as Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Teaching would reasonably reflect this kind of work, but their entries overwhelmingly address teaching medieval literary topics and skew towards English literature, in particular.

Cliff Rogers' project, "Quantifying Siege Warfare in the Middle Ages" is a prime example of student-centred learning that is authentic and effective, but unrealistic for most collegiate settings. In this project, Rogers, professor of history at West Point, engages his small group of cadets in intensive workshops, during which they interact directly with texts about the Hundred Years War in order to quantify particular linguistic instances in them and gain insight in the role of siege warfare during the Hundred Years War. They are doing scholarly research guided by Rogers and will be co-authors on the publications that result from the project. For any student of the Middle Ages, much less the undergraduates participating in Rogers' initiative, there is no better experience that illustrates what academic historians do than investigating primary sources, presenting the finding of that investigation at a conference, and eventually publishing that research in a peer-reviewed journal. Yet, opportunities like this are the exception, not the norm. The setting of a highly selective military academy provides an environment that is conducive to the very kind of academic activity Rogers is pursuing. Most undergraduate students engaged in the study of medieval history will not be guided with an individual-

ized or small group mentoring relationship that Rogers is able to provide, but through courses that allow students to meet their general education requirement or as part of a degree program requirement. This novitiate audience needs to have an intentionally constructed curriculum with clear student learning outcomes, assessment framework, and pedagogical choices, such as project-based learning, that support students in a community of learners instead of as monolithic objects of instruction if the study of the Middle Ages has any hope of being appropriately interpreted, and if medieval studies has any designs to recruit students to be our successors.

**Revising Expectations in the Medieval Survey**

As the preceding section has suggested, collegiate instructors would be well served in adjusting both their expectations of student competencies in undergraduate history courses and what the learning outcomes of those courses ought to be. Additionally, students are generally not coming to post-secondary education with any knowledge of the Middle Ages, and instructional time is often limited. Project-based learning (PBL) is a pedagogical framework that can be used to establish student-centred methods of instruction that lead to development of historical skills in the medieval history classroom. However, in order to frame how PBL strategies can be implemented, it is first necessary to describe the broader landscape of undergraduate medieval history courses.
in order to reasonably suggest a reorientation of commonly used instructional practices. To do this, we wanted to establish what the most common learning objectives are in undergraduate medieval history courses and how instructors typically assess students’ progress towards those goals. We surveyed a wide variety of undergraduate medieval history courses from across the United States from the last decade or so, and categorized them according to the standards that resulted from the American Historical Association’s 2016 Tuning Project. All told, we identified and reviewed over 360 unique student learning outcomes, and over 530 unique assessments. We aggregated the most commonly used learning goals and assessments to write the learning goals and inform the grading weights in Table 1.1.

The most common Targeted Learning Goals are generally unsurprising, though it should be noted that learning outcomes specifying content and knowledge acquisition were twice as common as any other category. Overwhelmingly, summative assessments (such as mid-term exams or final course papers) were preferred to formative assessments (such as quizzes and writing responses), with summative assessments typically making up about 70 percent or more of the final course grade. A majority of courses rightfully place an emphasis on summative writing assessments, usually some combination of primary source responses and essays that require students to summarize assigned primary source readings combined with additional material from lectures and secondary reading assignments. Undergraduate instructors seem to agree that this type of assessment should be the primary method of evaluating a basic mastery of medieval content areas and historical literacy. Summative examinations were nearly universal across the surveyed courses, typically composed of a combination of constructed-response and selected-response questions. Constructed-response questions include short answer questions, key term identification, and brief essays. Selected-response questions include multiple-choice, matching, and fill-in-the-blank. Explicit formative assessment in these courses typically included participatory assignments such as in-class discussion, web-based discussion boards, and the ever-vague “participation” category. These assessments typically revolve around a curated list of major themes or topics in preparation for summative assessments, to reinforce the targeted learning goals of the course, and to track student comprehension of course material.

Yet, rarely is there explicit mention of instructional time dedicated to developing the necessary historical skills that would allow students to be more successful on these assessments. Experiential learning will occur during the course of a semester, of course, but relying on students to acquire these skills largely on their own is not likely to produce the desired learning outcomes nor generate student disciplinary interest. This is nothing new to education either, as teachers have been noting for millennia that instruction is more effective if it supports students’ natural interests in the field (“hinc satis elucet maiorem habere vim ad discenda ista liberam curiositatem quam meticulosam necessitatem,” or: So it is perfectly clear that untrammeled curiosity is a more effective

---

15 The full results of our college course survey can be found in Appendix D.
aid to learning than any pressure born from fear) and it is differentiated to accommodate different type of learners.\footnote{16}

As mentioned, in a North American secondary school setting, most students will encounter the Middle Ages in a world history course or an advanced elective course such as AP European History or an IB history course with a content focus on Europe and the Mediterranean. Student competency in these courses is ultimately judged in ultra-high stakes summative assessments through a district/state standardized test that affects high school graduation or an AP/IB exam that determines a student's ultimate success or failure in the course. Much has been said about the flawed use of high-stakes testing to track student progress and competency, but this assessment model has negatively affected instruction, too, by narrowing strategies to focus on test preparation in order for instructors to meet accountability goals and decreasing instructional time in non-tested subjects.\footnote{17} And indeed, many social studies instructors have observed decreased instructional time for their content because it is not a tested subject.\footnote{18} Narrowing curriculum and decreased instructional time contrast with the consensus standards of collegiate instructors displayed in Tables A.1 and A.2 (see Appendix A) that emphasize skills and competencies best developed through formative assessments that take more time and a reduced role for summative assessments.\footnote{19}

Contrasting with the systematized content and learning goals of AP/IB and state educational standards, medieval history (and medieval studies) has no definitive set of content or process standards in either an undergraduate or secondary school setting in the United States by which to rate student progress or competency and, to our knowledge, no large-scale qualitative analysis of medieval history courses has ever been attempted.\footnote{20} That is, there is no way to determine whether or not students are actually learning

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{Our research resulted in precisely one attempt to establish content standards for a medieval
something in a medieval history course beyond localized, anecdotal evidence and tracking course evaluations. Lacking the robust quantitative models for student growth used by the educational entities, the suggestion of this book is that medieval history instructors would be well-served by using an intentionally designed course utilizing an evidence-based, established pedagogical approach like project-based learning that will not only result in a more effective and positive learning experiences for secondary and post-secondary students, but also provide a framework from which student learning can be more formally evaluated. Such evaluations would allow instructors to track changing trends in students’ interests in medieval history, adjust assessments based on student performance, and provide evidence for tenure-track instructors on the effectiveness of their teaching.

At the same time, medieval history instructors are affected by and participate in the larger issues surrounding social studies education noted in this chapter; and are an integral part of their development as professional historians, but medieval history has its own particular disciplinary issues that are distinct from the American and Modern historians that predominate the historical profession in the United States. Medieval historians operate in a pre-modern world whose extant evidence was produced primarily by a powerful minority who directed how historical memory and meaning was constructed. In addition, the popularity of medievalisms and modern presentations of medieval topics makes for a field that must be carefully navigated to avoid cultural misappropriations for current political perspectives and prevent students from falling into anachronistic interpretations that depict the Middle Ages as a less interesting version of Middle Earth or Westeros. There has been at least one significant call to develop a disciplinary frame-


24 Walter Kudrycz, “New Romantics: Literature, Literacy, and Late Twentieth-Century Understandings of the Middle Ages,” in The Historical Present: Medievalism and Modernity (New York:
work by Vicky Gunn and Leah Shopkow more than a decade ago, which they state will require "an openness to the dynamic complexities of both learning and teaching and their impact on how a discipline develops." It is the argument of some that a concerted effort on developing good teaching practices is to the benefit of students’ educational success and the reformation of humanities fields that have seen progressively fewer graduates and majors over the last fifteen years. Gunn suggests a shift away from "transmission and delivery" in favour of "mutual practical hermeneutics" in order to meet the needs of an increasingly diverse population of students, cultural issues which the field of medieval studies has responded to in recent memory with the rapid growth of studies on race and racism in the Middle Ages and an effort by professional societies to ensure that statements of diversity and inclusion are clearly communicated to their members and the public. The goal, Shopkow continues, should be to work with students to generate new knowledge and new interpretations, moving away from the traditional model which does not serve the best learning interests of students. However, looking at two publications devoted to teaching the Middle Ages, The Once and Future Classroom (previously Scientia Scholae) published by the Teaching Association for Medieval Studies (TEAMS) and Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Teaching, it is clear that what medievalists generally consider good teaching is coming up with innovative ways to administer core content rather than investigating broader instructional methodologies.

Gunn and Shopkow suggested collaborative teaching, active learning, diversifying instructional modalities, and starting to critically evaluate the teaching practices of medieval history as potential avenues of progress. Project-based learning provides one framework of possible solutions which, if implemented, will provide useful data for further investigation into medieval teaching practices. The targeted learning goals and assessment models observed in our undergraduate survey have been compared to widely adopted secondary school history and social studies standards. Three examples


are noted here, with additional content frameworks provided in Appendix A. Notably, the process standards from the *C3 Framework for Social Studies Standards* adopted by twenty-three US states, the results of the American Historical Association's (AHA) 2016 Tuning Project, and the most recent modification of the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) for Social Studies seem to generally align with the common elements of undergraduate medieval history courses. The explanation for this alignment is likely medieval history faculty reflecting the broad professional standards of academic history as the AHA Tuning Project suggests, but this admittedly unremarkable data point is important to establish for a few reasons.

First, if expectations for introductory undergraduate medieval history courses had, for some reason, not aligned with common secondary school process standards, it would have meant that there was considerable disconnect in the expectations and standards of secondary and post-secondary history courses. In addition, if the common elements of introductory medieval history courses differed significantly from the discipline core of an organization like the AHA, it would mean medieval history, for some reason, was an outlier in academic history, thus requiring some new method of approach. As it stands, however, medieval history can be evaluated from a broader lens. Second, it is important to establish the parallels between secondary and post-secondary expectations for historical skills as the former should be preparing students for the increased rigour of the latter. However, a number of national studies have shown that students are consistently not ready for university, and state policymakers are still trying to determine what "college ready" means. It has been established here that this discrepancy is, perhaps, not a gap in standards, but perhaps may be a gap in pedagogy and assessment. In the United States, state assessment models are either wholly selected-response questions such as the STAAR tests in Texas and the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, or a combination of selected- and constructed-response questions such as Ohio's State Tests or New York's Regents Exams. Some states have opted to remove social studies assessment in favour of emphasizing more general literacy skills and to decrease the amount of testing required of students. California, for example, has not had a statewide history or social
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studies examination since 2013.\textsuperscript{32} Thus, when students enter into their college history courses with high stakes writing, they are less likely to have developed the necessary skills to demonstrate proficiency.

For most who teach medieval history, the largest impact made by the discipline is not a new methodological paradigm or groundbreaking discovery, but the education of students. Students who, perhaps only in a principled belief in the benefits of a classical liberal education, have no practical use for medieval historical content. So what benefit does the Middle Ages bring to these students’ educational journey? It is the historian’s toolbox, filled with techniques, strategies, and skills that benefit the intellectual, emotional, and social well-being of students. Supported by a PBL framework that has proven results, medievalists can do their part to close the college readiness gap and help ensure their students start down a path to educational and professional competency.

Yet, it is the plight of history instructors that they are left with the task of covering an overwhelming amount of content under a constrained time frame. This is especially true in an undergraduate setting. In a world history class this means as little as two weeks, or as little as four lectures, might be devoted to the Middle Ages—though admittedly every other geographic area and historical era is under similar constraints. However, even in a dedicated medieval survey, covering a thousand years of history from three continents, dozens of cultures, and a complex interaction of peoples far removed from our modern experience is an impossible task, especially so for introductory classes with many students who are encountering the Middle Ages for the first time. This results in instructors including as much critical content as they reasonably can and, even then, important subjects are excised. The historian’s toolbox is often laid aside in these courses, as there is minimal time for assessment, much less research methods. PBL offers instructors an alternative. Rather than loading students down with as much information as possible, students can focus on learning deeply about fewer topics while learning the skills of a historian so that at any point they can investigate historical events in a way that allows them to make connections between past, present, and future.

The rich landscape of medieval history is a perfect backdrop for the development of authentic historical skills.\textsuperscript{33} For many students, medieval primary sources are difficult to dissect because the translated grammar does not always align with students’ prior reading experiences, there are key terms that lack any significance upon a first reading, and the author’s point of reference is far-removed from anything relatable to digitally-native students.\textsuperscript{34} Take this example, written by an Oxford student to his father in the early thirteenth century:


34 Ane Linvedt, “Teaching Students to Interpret Documents,” \textit{Perspectives on History} 42, no. 9
B. to his venerable master A., greeting. This is to inform you that I am studying at Oxford with the greatest diligence, but the matter of money stands greatly in the way of my promotion, as it is now two months since I spent the last of what you sent me. The city is expensive and makes many demands; I have to rent lodgings, buy necessaries, and provide for many other things which I cannot now specify. Wherefore I respectfully beg your paternity that by the promptings of divine pity you may assist me, so that I may be able to complete what I have well begun. For you must know that without Ceres and Bacchus Apollo grows cold.\textsuperscript{35}

For course content, this is a good source to use because it can be assigned to students in its entirety or with complementary sources, it is an experience relatable to students, and it opens course options to discuss the development of the medieval universities and learning communities. “Promotion,” “necessaries,” “paternity,” “divine pity,” and the three Roman gods are likely stumbling blocks for students, but they will still be able to communicate the general message of the letter—send more money, dad. The goal of readings like this one is to get students to engage with the medieval past on its own terms, master some basic medieval content, and use it as a tool to teach a historical skill. One traditional method of incorporating this source into a course would be to spend five or ten minutes connecting it to the topics and themes of the lecture it was attached to, then include it on some assessment later in the course. But the traditional methods of doing so seem to be failing in schools and on campuses across the US.\textsuperscript{36}

Instructors should be moving away from the transmittal model of lectures and slides being passed from instructor to student, opting instead for a more active learning model such as PBL that increases opportunities for interactions between instructors and students, which has been convincingly shown to increase student achievement in information processing and production.\textsuperscript{37} From the perspective of PBL, the student letter above becomes a much different historical object. It is an unremarkable text uninvolved with any notable historical event or person, but it is an exemplar of history from the bottom that is essential for anyone interpreting the past in the last sixty years. Students do not have to rely on a short italicized introductory paragraph to explain the basic context of the letter; they instead begin formulating questions and avenues of inquiry. This may lead students to investigate what Oxford was like in the Middle Ages, or what daily life in the thirteenth century required, or what sort of classical knowledge existed in medieval England. All of these are worthy subjects of investigation that will require students to master fundamental medieval content areas and historical skills in the course of inquiry. In this context, the course instructor gives up control of content direction in favour of skill acquisition.


\textsuperscript{37} Adrianna Kezar and Dan Maxey, "Faculty Matter: So Why Doesn’t Everyone Think So?" \textit{Thought and Action} (Fall 2014): 30–31.
Rethinking Outcomes for Meaningful Learning

Establishing realistic student learning outcomes is essential if a course is going to be held accountable for an authentic learning experience. However, more than a few historians have criticized their utility. Molly Worthen and Erik Gilbert, for example, have both written opinion pieces lambasting the practical utility of both assessment and student learning outcomes, arguing that assessment largely contributed to the problem of administrative redundancy in higher education and has no measurable, positive impact on student learning.\(^38\) Worthen and Gilbert affirm that instructors simply do not want to assess students beyond a bare minimum and that even if they did, the type of learning historians need to evaluate is exceedingly difficult to measure. On the other hand, it may be that history departments (and many other departments, for that matter) are using bad methodologies and poor data collection tools because their training and expertise is on historical methods and research, not educational methods and research.\(^39\)

Though the debate around assessment in this context is about institutional assessment, it should impact instructors’ perspectives on course assessment. That is, the fundamental purpose of assessment is to establish what a student should be learning, then determine whether or not a student is learning it. There need not be lock-step agreement amongst instructors about specific learning outcomes, but as noted it would be unusual if an instructor’s desired learning outcomes in any given undergraduate history course differed greatly from the core competencies and learning outcomes established by the American Historical Association’s 2016 Tuning Project (see Appendix A.2). Student learning outcomes can be written haphazardly in order to fulfill departmental or accreditation requirements, but taking the time to intentionally create them is a key component in effective instruction.\(^40\) Many instructors may approach student learning outcomes on an individual course basis, but there is an opportunity to align these outcomes across courses, a department, or college.\(^41\) Student learning outcomes provide meaningful opportunities for collaboration within a department and across disciplines, but only if there is buy-in from instructors.\(^42\)
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measurable, that is, the instructor should be able to determine whether or not students are approaching, meeting, or exceeding the expectations associated with a given learning outcome.

From the data collected in our undergraduate course survey, it is clear that instructors think that students’ primary purpose in an undergraduate medieval history course should be content acquisition, and the preferred method for assessing student achievement of learning outcomes is either through examinations or written assignments. The highest frequency of assessments also reflect this emphasis with constructed response exams (15.3 percent), primary source reviews (12.9 percent), essays with 1,000–1,999 words (9.5 percent), and participation (9.3 percent) holding the top spots. This data prompts questions about instructional intent. Based on the descriptions provided for their student learning objectives, learning how to create a historical narrative and argument was only cited in 10 percent of learning objectives despite writing assessments being weighed heavily on assessing students’ learning and being the among the common types of assessments given in a course. So, this means that either there is a disconnect between student expectations articulated by instructors and the subsequent evaluation of those expectations, or that the kind of writing instructors are expecting students to do does not involve creating historical narratives and arguments. About one-fourth of the 34.61 percent weight given to writing assignments were essays which, based on descriptions provided in the syllabi, the authors are interpreting as assessments intended to demonstrate the basic tenets of historical argumentation that includes providing evidence and support from primary and secondary sources. These expectations should be made clearer to students, many of whom have yet to have any substantial experience writing at a collegiate level, much less have proficiency at it.43

Based on how student learning objectives were written and assessments designated, medieval history instructors would benefit from a more structured student learning outcome development process. Ronald Carriveau, for example, offers an accessible three-level model for student learning outcomes that instructors can place into their syllabi immediately, offering a useful framework from which to build assessments with targeted learning goals.44 The basic tenet of this framework is to distinguish overarching pedagogical goals from course specific learning targets, thus more easily allowing an instructor to provide information to their department or institution on overly vague institutional student learning outcomes like “critical thinking,” while at the same time providing students clearer connections between assessments and course expectations. For example, a course from 2016 titled “Late Medieval Europe” offered at a four-year public institution includes a student learning outcome with the expectation to “Learn to read primary sources critically and secondary sources analytically.” While a good outcome to target for students, assigning specific assessments to measure this goal is prob-
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44 Ronald Carriveau, Connecting the Dots: Developing Student Learning Outcomes and Outcome Based Assessments, 2nd ed. (Sterling: Stylus, 2016), chap. 1.
lematic: a history course based largely on primary and secondary sources could reason-
ably include every assessment as part of this measure, thus diluting the usefulness of
assessment to measure student learning progress. The matter further devolves for this
course as no assessment descriptions or explanations are provided beyond their titles.
This lack of detail prevents students from establishing clear expectations for the course,
and makes it harder for the instructor to ensure their assessments are providing mea-
surable information about student learning. Even if the instructor might add additional
detail during lecture, any undergraduate instructor knows how little attention students
typically pay during the explanation of a syllabus. In this structure, exemplar student
learning outcomes for a medieval history survey might look like the examples below:

1. Students will demonstrate a basic understanding of diverse cultures.
   1.1 Students will analyze human culture in the context of the medieval world.
      1.1.1 Students will recognize how humans in the past shaped their own
           unique historical moments and were shaped by those moments.
      1.1.2 Students will interpret the complexity and diversity of situations,
           events, and past mentalities.
   1.2 Students will infer the impact of medieval cultures on the present.
      1.2.1 Students will compare eras and regions of the Middle Ages in order
           to define enduring issues.
      1.2.2 Students will apply historical knowledge, skills, and habits of mind
           to the problems of the present world.

2. Students will demonstrate an understanding of the chronology, facts, and major
   events of medieval Europe from 500 to 1500 CE.
   2.1 Students will analyze the role of significant people and groups in medieval
       history during major events from 500 to 1500 CE.
      2.1.1 Students will analyze the role of significant people and groups in
           medieval history during major events from 500 to 1000 CE.
      2.1.2 Students will analyze the role of significant people and groups in
           medieval history during major events from 1000 to 1500 CE.
   2.2 Students will demonstrate an understanding of continuity and change in
       medieval European society, politics, and culture.
      2.2.1 Students will describe the major events of medieval Europe from
           500 to 1500 CE.
      2.2.2 Students will explain the central role of religion in medieval society.
      2.2.3 Students will evaluate the varying roles that certain demographics
           played in society including women, peasants, nobles, slaves, mer-
           chants, clergy, pagans, and soldiers.
3. Students will read critically and analytically.
   3.1 Students will interpret and analyze primary sources.
      3.1.1 Students will understand past events from multiple perspectives.
      3.1.2 Students will develop empathy for people in their unique historical moments.
   3.2 Students will interpret and analyze secondary sources.
      3.2.1 Students will summarize, compare, and synthesize scholars’ historical arguments
      3.2.2 Students will evaluate scholarly arguments, explaining how they were constructed and might be improved.

4. Students will create historical narratives and arguments.
   4.1 Students will demonstrate proficiency in crafting organized, well-supported responses to historical questions about the major events in medieval Europe from 500 to 1500 CE.
      4.1.1 Students will compose writing artifacts that detail the causal factors of major events in medieval Europe
      4.1.2 Students will present an argument derived from the fundamental processes of historical research and writing.

The subsequent development of assessments to measure these outcomes thus becomes more straightforward because they can target specific learning outcomes. Intentional design elements of this kind are essential in a project-based learning classroom where students are likely to be working on varying topics and progressing at different paces throughout the course. Course components, conscientiously built on a foundation of specific learning outcomes, allow the instructor to be flexible in the delivery of the course to meet student needs and the students to feel more confident engaging in an academic discipline with which they have little experience.

Transforming Assessments in Medieval Coursework

Following course expectations and delivery of content, assessment is of major concern for instructors (and most students). In higher education, it is important to clarify that assessment here refers to the educational assessment of student learning, learning progress, and academic achievement in a given course, rather than the programmatic assessment of a departmental degree plan or institutionally driven student learning outcomes. Instructors at every level are familiar with a variety of assessment types and have constructed perceptions of them and their uses based on their own educational experiences.

45 For example, the Association of American Colleges & Universities’ Valid Assessment of Learning in Undergraduate Education (VALUE) system, https://www.aacu.org/value.
research, and administrative roles. In parallel, students’ perception of assessment often differs dramatically from an instructor’s perception. Due to this interpretive variability of assessment, it is important to establish some technical vocabulary in order to more precisely address the development and implementation of assessment and knowledge acquisition in medieval history courses. Fundamentally, assessment is a *methodological approach* that informs instruction and a *systematic evaluative process of student learning.* The purposes of assessment are myriad. Paul Newton, for example, has identified seventeen distinct purposes of assessment. More than a few scholars have developed similarly complicated breakdowns, but most are too diffuse to be practically utilized in a setting outside of formal education research and scholarship. Instead, the authors have synthesized some of this information with the intention of being more immediately applicable to course construction, which are adapted below from Gavin Brown’s clear, precise breakdown of the complex considerations in assessment. An instructor may reflect on the following three questions during the development of their courses to ensure their assessment appropriately meets the prescribed instructional needs of the chosen course content and anticipates the learning needs of students:

- Is the assessment useful for one or more of the targeted learning outcomes in my course?
- If it is useful, when should the assessment take place during the progression of the course?
- Independent of timing, is the assessment aimed at student growth or at evaluating the quality of student achievement?

The first question tackles the intransigent opinion of some academics that spending intellectual capital on assessment construction is largely a wasted effort and that student learning outcomes only exist in syllabi to fulfill a requirement dictated by institutional administrators. Such opinions are a self-perpetuating cycle. Hastily constructed assessments linked to ill-defined learning outcomes are unlikely to be able to convincingly demonstrate how students learn in a given course. Regardless of the individual process used, student learning objectives must be both meaningful and measurable so that assessments can be created that link to specific outcomes. That is, instructors


should be able to articulate the connection between course expectations and assessments in order to determine the degree to which individual students and the entire class achieved. For example, a learning objective that states students should be able to “Analyze significant issues in the Middle Ages” is a poor foundation for any assessment because it is too broad without further explanation.

In our survey of instructors who taught undergraduate medieval history courses in American colleges and universities over the last decade, we looked at over 600 individual assessments (531 unique assessments) and over 360 unique learning objectives (see Appendix D). We categorized each assessment using axial coding based on the descriptions provided, allowing up five category labels for each assessment. For example, an assessment asking students to evaluate Ernst Kantorwicz’ *The King’s Two Bodies* would be labelled as an “essay” and a “book review.” Using this methodology, 239 (39 percent) assessments were coded as including essays of varying lengths. This aligns with the overall weighting given to writing assessments across all evaluated syllabi at 34.61 percent. Based on the preference of instructors for writing assessments, it should be reasonable to expect learning outcomes to reflect expectations for students to be developing skills related to the historical writing process. This was not the case. We coded each student learning outcome in the same manner as the assessments based on the American Historical Association’s Core Competencies and Learning Outcomes developed as part of the 2016 History Tuning Project. Core Competency 5, “Create historical arguments and narratives,” was used to identify student learning outcomes that explicitly mention writing, totalling only 74 (10 percent; for which see Table 1.2 as reference).

Table 1.2. Comparing Student Learning Outcomes to Assessments in Undergraduate Medieval History Courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Outcome</th>
<th>Percentage of unique SLOs</th>
<th>Assessment Type</th>
<th>Aggregate Percentage of Grading Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building knowledge</td>
<td>76.9 percent</td>
<td>Examinations</td>
<td>36.44 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognizing historical complexity</td>
<td>34.1 percent</td>
<td>Writing assignments</td>
<td>34.61 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing methods</td>
<td>36.5 percent</td>
<td>Classroom contributions</td>
<td>13.58 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing the historical record</td>
<td>31.0 percent</td>
<td>Projects</td>
<td>8.17 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating historical narratives and arguments</td>
<td>20.3 percent</td>
<td>Quizzes</td>
<td>6.31 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active citizenship</td>
<td>5.2 percent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

48 If constructed response assessments are included, this rises to 275 (55.5 percent)
In short, there is a disconnect between what instructors are expecting students to be able to do from the assessments they are giving and what they are telling students they expect them to be able to do through their student learning outcomes. Similar disconnects can be observed in other categories. 37 percent of learning objectives indicate an expectation for students to engage Core Competency 1, “Building historical knowledge.” This should correlate with a similar emphasis on assessments that evaluate students’ summative knowledge of historical content, largely through exams and quizzes with selected and/or constructed responses. Yet, only 90 (18 percent) of assessments were exams, weighted 36.44 percent overall, and 81 (16 percent) were quizzes, weighted 6.31 percent overall. Furthermore, most assessments in a medieval history course are individually created and administered by the instructor without being subjected to peer review or quality control in a manner similar to their historical scholarship. That is, both qualitatively and quantitatively, the validity and reliability of assessments in medieval history classrooms to establish an accurate measure of student learning progress and student achievement is dubious.

Instructors, then, should reconsider the default undergraduate assessment structure of three exams and a final (or final essay) for their course, and instead consider implementing intentionally constructed assessments that point at the heart of their interpretation of the fundamental characteristics of the disciplines of history and medieval studies. Our data suggests that current efforts to do so are inconsistent, at best. Instructors should consult within their department and colleagues at other institutions about the content and construction of their assessment to provide it with quality control and, critically, have an evaluative framework in place that establishes what learning progress should look like in their course for different types of students based on different demographic information and students’ skill sets at the beginning of the course. Such measures will aid instructors in establishing accountability for themselves, provide meaningful evidence for continuous improvement of a course, make incorporating a co-instructor or teaching assistant much more efficient, and enable a department to quantitatively point to data that show the benefits their teaching brings to their institution.

The second question suggests the importance of implementing an assessment at an appropriate juncture to give students opportunities to close gaps. From students’ perspectives, incorrectly selected responses on an exam do not provide effective constructive feedback that allows them to address deficiencies in their historical skill development, it only identifies content areas they have not mastered, either through rote memorization or analysis. That is, students primarily understand they got an answer wrong. This is not to say critical thinking and reading cannot be assessed by the instructor using multiple-choice questions, only that the average undergraduate student whose experience with assessment has largely been high stakes standardized testing in a public high school setting are more likely to associate incorrect answers with failure to achieve rather than as an opportunity for growth. This can be mitigated somewhat if an instructor debriefs the class on the reasoning behind the construction of individual
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questions, but such an instructional tool was not observed in any of the syllabi surveyed for this book, nor is it likely that instructors spend sufficient time linking individual questions to targeted student learning outcomes. For the instructor, effective assessment is as much a diagnostic exercise as it is a tool for observing student performance. That is, like any historical investigation, instructors may only use extant evidence. A richer corpus of texts usually offers the chance to interpret the past more comprehensively, argue more convincingly, and address it with greater nuance. It is not surprising, for example, to observe that scholarship on the Vandals is relatively sparse compared to something like the Hundred Years War. An instructor would be hard pressed to convincingly argue they have effectively developed their students’ historical and medieval skill sets based on assessments disconnected from any established learning outcomes and brief, time constrained writing assessments inconsistently graded without an intentionally designed framework of what constitutes good historical writing.

The third question opens a discussion as to whether student improvement or student performance is more important in a collegiate setting. Both have a critical place in the implementation of a course, but it is important for an instructor to intentionally and purposefully think about how their assessments balance them. In introductory history courses, this balance usually involves an instructor deciding how to distribute a reasonable reading load, rote assessments, and writing assessments. However, for the latter in particular, there is a tendency in history courses to require writing assessments without providing explicit writing instruction during the course. That is, instructors expect undergraduate students to have a certain writing competency prior to enrolling in their course, and that experience should allow them to successfully complete writing assignments. However, data has shown students are not prepared when they get to college. If instructors’ intent is for students to become more proficient writers through critical reading and class discussion and by practicing on writing assessments throughout the semester, it must be supported by explicit instruction on how to do it. Based on the data provided above, writing can be reasonably suggested as the most common and most important form of assessment in a medieval history course. However, less than 15 percent of student learning outcomes in these same courses target writing development as a course objective and those objectives occurred in less than half of the syllabi used despite writing assessment occurring in nearly every syllabus.

Why are these writing assessments used? Is it to assess student mastery of the relationship between a designated set of primary and secondary sources? Is it because the primary product of most historians is writing of some kind, and thus writing must be assigned to our students? More to the point, for every instructor that at some point bemoaned the writing deficiencies of their students, what steps were taken to address those perceived deficiencies other than requiring writing assessments? There is evidence to suggest that many students do not enter college with the literacy skills necessary to succeed in college-level coursework or leave with the writing skills required for


the workforce, but regardless of the reason, those students enroll in medieval history courses every semester. However, there is also evidence to suggest that students are not ill-equipped, at least not any more ill-equipped than their peers over the last century. Indeed, Andrea and Karen Lunsford found that between 1988 and 2006, first-year college students were writing more (2.5 times more on average) and that the emphasis of first-year writing programs was mostly on argumentative and research-based writing. The suggestion, therefore, is that students’ ability to think critically is likely not the underlying issue in students’ perceived struggle to express ideas on a page. It is, perhaps, the assessment that is attempting to evaluate students using a method that does not capture a realistic representation of student ability. On the other hand, state-mandated testing in high school does not emphasize an evidence-based approach to research that requires a synthesis of complex information in order to complete a writing product. State educational agencies and the College Board, for example, provide a high-stakes, closed environment in which students write by hand, without access to the internet or other research materials (though there is movement to switch to computer-based testing). The same is true for many undergraduate history surveys, often with the addition of a time constraint to fit within a single class timeslot and extends even to doctoral students in history departments who might be required to complete their comprehensive or qualifying exams in a closed office using a computer disconnected from the internet. All three settings do not reflect an authentic historical research environment in the twenty-first century if, indeed, one of the purposes of a history course is to help students develop some of the skills of the professional historian.

After all, academic writing is hard, and consistent writing productivity is difficult even for veteran academics. And perhaps this requires a change in perspective for instructors, where assessment is not an indicator of performance, but used to connect an instructor to the needs of a given class. The purpose of assessment should be to provide feedback to students and instructors. It should promote self-reflection for students to assert agency in their navigation of a course and their general learning process, and serve as benchmarks for instructors to identify growth areas for their students and for the continuous improvement of their course. It is thus critically important for instructors to think about the types of assessment a course might include. To reiterate, educational assessment refers to tasks in a course used by instructors to collect data and provide feedback about student progress, performance, and achievement. Though there are various methods of categorizing assessment, assessment for learning, assessment as learning, and assessment of learning are a straightforward, uncomplicated set
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of terms. Instructors may be familiar with other assessment terminology such as formative/summative, low-/high-stakes, and standards-based. These terms and others, useful in their own right, seem static, suggesting that an instructor simply chooses a summative assessment or a low-stakes assessment to incorporate into their courses. Referring to assessment for, as, and of learning instead suggests a dynamic process which reiterates the underlying purpose of assessment is, in fact, learning rather than performance evaluation.

Assessment for learning is a term popularized by Paul Black and Dylan William, initially stemming from their work with The Assessment Reform Group (ARG), a group of researchers funded by the Nuffield Foundation from 1996 to 2010 that aimed to ensure assessment policy and practice incorporated evidence-based research into curricular reform throughout the United Kingdom. Assessment for learning is broadly governed by three considerations as to the underlying purpose of assessment, beginning with a diagnostic assessment of where students are in the learning process of a given content area. Second, students should begin learning what they need for the course, but doing so with an explicit set of learning criteria that builds on what they already know and explains the significance of what is to be learned. Third, students are best able to pursue learning by receiving constructive feedback that has clear links to the designated learning goal(s), looking back on what has already been learned and looking ahead to what will be learned.

For example, a medieval history course might start with a discussion about what prior experience students have with medieval studies or a short survey of students’ majors and academic foci. A roster of twenty students including eighteen history majors in a survey course should impact an instructor’s course delivery differently than a roster of forty students including only five history majors in an upper division course. And while such factors should not dramatically change the structure of the course, it should help temper the expectations of an instructor to not over- or underestimate the basic experiences and skills of their students and provide useful information for the day-to-day preparation of class materials. Establishing this type of basic information about students does not mean learning outcomes or expectations should be altered if the instructor has established them based on research and scholarly expertise, only that the instructor will need to adapt their instructional approach on a course by course basis to appropriately support students in meeting their outcome goals. For example, establishing the impact of religion on medieval societies is a common learning outcome in medieval surveys. Teaching at a religiously-affiliated, rural, private institution where students are predominantly Protestant Christians will require the instructor to address a different set of assumptions about religion than teaching in an urban, public institution where the student body tends to be more religiously diverse. In these variable contexts, it is critical for an instructor to establish clear, explicit expectations for the course, course learning outcomes, and course assessments. This allows both instructors and students to align their own unique experiences towards the intended outcomes of the course.
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55 Isaacs et al., Key Concepts in Educational Assessment, 8.
Historians often make the assumption that the past has intrinsic value, and these implicit assumptions often guide historians’ determination of what is critical to understand it.56 Novice historians—students—might ask “What is medieval history actually for? What does it do? Why should we bother with it?” Postmodern discussions of the relative value of historical topics aside, instructors will need to address this question and questions like it, leveraging their own expertise to align with Robert Bain’s argument to, first, externalize all thinking in the history classroom and, second, create cultural supports for disciplinary thinking.58 Telling students why a source was selected and offering tools to investigate it beyond a “measuring stick” assessment is just as critical for student learning as the content of the source. These hurdles to a nuanced understanding of history can be effectively addressed in historiography courses; however, students in introductory level courses will not have the advantage of that training. History courses that have an expected outcome that asks students to understand, as one syllabus notes, “the organization of medieval society,” certainly suggests content beyond staid coverage that only provides surface level coverage of important topics. Assessments can support these goals, even a more nuanced understanding of course content, but only if they are intentionally built to do so, their intent is clearly communicated to students, post-assessment feedback is given to students to reinforce learning, and the practical impact on student achievement is such that students continue to engage in the course rather than acquiesce to instructor opinion in pursuit of maintaining their overall grade point average (GPA).

Assessment of learning is more commonly known as summative assessment. This type of assessment determines a student’s achievement in a designated learning area at a particular moment in time based on a set of standards.59 How useful a singular performance of a student’s learning may be depends upon the quality of the assessment itself and the competency of the people analyzing the assessment results. As noted above, state-mandated, standardized tests are often portrayed as bad summative assessments, both in their ability to adequately measure a student’s achievement level (i.e., a poor-quality test), and in the way the assessments are deployed (i.e., low competency analysis of results). So, if an instructor, department, college, or institution wishes to use summative assessment as an evaluative tool to measure student performance and learning, it is critical that the assessments used are valid, reliable, and fair.60 Validity, here, means

using evidence and theory to help legitimize the interpretation of a given assessment for measuring targeted learning goals. Reliability helps ensure validity by looking for consistency within the assessment and during its analysis. Fairness recommends that assessments should provide a pathway for all students to be successful on an assessment by utilizing an assessment design that is universally comprehensible, accessible, and bias-free.

To more clearly illustrate these concepts, assume there is a medieval history survey with targeted learning outcomes, first, for students to develop skills to interpret primary sources and, second, to display an understanding of key content areas in the medieval world. Consider a traditional history department undergraduate assessment that might take place during a fifty-minute lecture in this course:

- 20 percent 10 selected response questions (e.g., multiple-choice, true/false)
- 30 percent 3 short answer questions (e.g., key term/concept identifications)
- 50 percent 1 essay question

An essay question that does not include a primary source text for students to analyze will likely make this assessment not valid, as it would be difficult to determine students’ primary source analysis skills based on multiple-choice questions and identifications. That is, the instructor is not aligning their assessment with the established expectations and goals of the course. In a similar way, an essay question that presents students with a cartulary to evaluate when the semester has been spent looking at lyric poetry is potentially problematic. A valid assessment would use a sample text of a similar type (lyric poetry), as an instructor can reasonably expect students to be familiar with this textual genre due to coverage during instruction. A reliable assessment can change components without significantly affecting student outcomes. That is, students should be able to analyze multiple examples of lyric poetry without significantly impacting their assessment results because they have already spent time doing so prior to the assessment, during which they were guided by their instructor. A fair assessment is one that allows all students the opportunity to demonstrate the extent of their skills and competency in relation to the designated learning outcomes. In this example, the fifty-minute time frame might be a consideration for an unfair assessment practice depending upon expectations for the essay question. This may also compromise the validity of the assessment if the evaluation of primary source skills is meant to represent students’ mastery of a skill critical to the historical profession, rather than their ability to write well under a constrained time frame. It may be more fair to offer a take home essay, which would remove potential barriers such as testing anxiety or physical difficulties in writing swiftly. It would also allow students to readily utilize notes and research to support their work, which is much more aligned to the actual practice of professional medieval history.

The preceding example suggests basic consideration in the microcosm of the individual instructor and individual course as it is the intended audience of this book. However, validity, reliability, and fairness are applicable at the department, college, and institutional level, too. In a given department, a faculty group which regularly teaches a sequence of undergraduate medieval history courses should be comparing assess-
ments, as one instructor’s perception of low student performance may be an instructional issue rather than a factor of student competency on a similarly constructed assessment—that is, the assessment may be valid, but not reliable. Such topics have never been investigated in any meaningful way in medieval studies, and deserve more attention from medieval studies scholarship, but are unfortunately outside the scope of the present project.

Assessment as learning is the meaningful application of the previous two concepts. Instructors and students should both be able to utilize assessment as a tool to establish and reinforce norms for the course and classroom, and PBL inherently uses assessment to help students achieve learning objectives. At its core, the concept of assessment is a simple act of collecting information about individuals or groups of individuals in order to better understand them. Practically, however, the primary concerns of students, mostly likely, will be on the number or letter associated with each assessment. In theory, a student receiving a “D” grade may have learned a lot during a course, but that student will still be less pleased with the negative impact on their GPA than they are enthused about their growth in critical reading and writing or increased awareness of the medieval past.61 This is the basic and eternal educational debate between student growth and student achievement, with assessment playing a crucial role. If a student received a “D” or “F,” did they fail to reach a targeted achievement level or fail to develop their academic skills to a sufficient degree? That is, what assessments did the student complete that indicated some type of poor performance? For historians, the answer may be, regrettably, unknown. Bancroft Prize recipient Anne Hyde has stated that history professors “suck at assessment,” contending that there are five general reasons for this: first, we (historians) do not want to assess; second, we do not agree about what we want students to learn; third, we are not experts in the science of learning or the complexities of assessment and testing; fourth, what we want students to learn is difficult to assess; and lastly, politics.62

Hyde’s concerns are a biting critique at history faculty, but they may also speak to broader issues in academia. Instructors may not want to assess because it does not help increase job stability when 73 percent of faculty positions are off tenure track and directors of graduate programs maintain the opinion that, “you don’t need to be a great teacher or even a good one. Just don’t be consistently bad.”63 Such a perspective will undoubtedly allow students to justify taking out large loans to enroll in a course with an...

61 See for instance the guidance at Rutgers University for how students may perceive how “D” and “F” grades may impact on their overall GPA: https://soe.rutgers.edu/oas/gpa-calculation. Wikipedia offers an introduction to “Academic grading in the United States.”


instructor who views their course as “a waste of...valuable time.” Assessment, properly done, should be able to adapt to many teaching styles and content choices without compromising disciplinary goals. So while medievalists might disagree over choosing Warren Hollister and Judith Bennett’s textbook over Julia Smith’s or arguing about which chunks of Chaucer best illustrate medieval society, there is common agreement that a central text is useful and literature helps bring medieval society to life.

Medieval historians are not experts in the science of modern learning and assessment, nor should they be expected to be, but their institutions are likely to have a department or college where it trains future instructors and education researchers. Collaborative relationships may prove beneficial and open up additional opportunities for external funding and publication. Stanford’s History Education Group is arguably the prime example of such collaboration. Student learning is hard to assess, regardless of content area, and none more so than writing-heavy fields like history. The US Department of Education spent millions of dollars developing a thirteen-step Assessment Design Toolkit intended to be used by teachers, educational institutions, and state education agencies to assist in assessment construction. Millions more are available through agencies such as the National Center for Education Research (NCER), which has funded over $281 million in literacy focused grants since 2002, noting in its request for applications that “Writing is vastly understudied in comparison to reading, and despite this important skill for both communication and learning, little is known about how writing develops and how to improve writing achievement for students.” That is, writing has been recognized as important, as has its difficulty to measure. Historians are well-positioned to participate in this process.

In part, Hyde’s concerns are the purpose of this book. Our experiences in higher education and those of our colleagues have been focused on either historical topics or education research, but faculty usually lack the scholarly bandwidth and appropriate time to do both. It is the authors’ hope that the educational focus of this book provides a more accessible and practically implementable method to engage medieval history instructors in the theory and application of educational practices in an undergraduate setting.
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